Evaluating the Effectiveness of Conservation on Mangroves: A Remote Sensing-Based Comparison for Two Adjacent Protected Areas in Shenzhen and Hong Kong, China
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Abstract: Mangroves are ecologically important ecosystems and globally protected. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of mangrove conservation efforts in two adjacent protected areas in China that were under the management policies of the Ramsar Convention (Mai Po Marshes Nature Reserve (MPMNR), Hong Kong) and China’s National Nature Reserve System (Futian Mangrove National Nature Reserve (FMNNR), Shenzhen). To achieve this goal, eleven Landsat images were chosen and classified, areal extent and landscape metrics were then calculated. The results showed that: from 1973–2015, the areal extent of mangroves in both reserves increased, but the net change for the MPMNR (281.43 hm$^2$) was much higher than those of the FMNNR (101.97 hm$^2$). In general, the area-weighted centroid of the mangroves in FMNNR moved seaward by approximately 120 m, whereas in the MPMNR, the centroid moved seaward even farther (410 m). Although both reserves saw increased integrality and connectivity of the mangrove patches, the patches in the MPMNR always had higher integrality than those in the FMNNR. We concluded that the mangroves in the MPMNR were more effectively protected than those in the FMNNR. This study may provide assistance to the formulation of generally accepted criteria for remote sensing-based evaluation of conservation effectiveness, and may facilitate the development of appropriate mangrove forest conservation and management strategies in other counties.
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1. Introduction

Mangroves are tropical trees and shrubs that grow in sheltered coastlines, mudflats, and river banks in many parts of the world [1]. These forests play an important role in stabilizing shorelines and help reduce the devastating impacts of natural disasters such as tsunamis, and hurricanes [2]. They also provide important ecological and societal goods and services, including breeding and nursing grounds for marine and pelagic species, food, medicine, fuel, and building materials for local communities. Despite the wide range of ecological and socio-economic benefits, mangroves have
become a plant in peril [3,4]. Over the last two decades of the 20th century, the area of the world’s mangrove forests has decreased by 35% [5]. Vast areas of mangrove forests have been cleared for urban development, industrialization, agricultural land reclamation, timber and charcoal production, and shrimp farming [6]. The remaining mangrove forests are also under pressure from clear cutting, encroachment, hydrological alterations, chemical spills, and climate change [7]. It was not until the 1980s that significant efforts were taken to protect and manage this unique and valuable ecosystem. However, there were few studies focused on conditions of mangrove wetlands conservation. Updated information concerning the extent and condition of mangrove forests under protection should be retrieved to aid in forest management and in policy- and decision-making processes [8].

Remote sensing provides many advantages over field surveys in monitoring inaccessible coastal ecosystems and, in addition, the method is accurate, rapid, and cost effective [9]. Numerous studies on remote sensing-based mapping of mangroves have been published over the last two decades [10]. According to the literature, various remote sensing data have been applied in mapping and understanding changes in the areal extent and spatial pattern of mangrove forests, categorized by sensor types: airborne photograph [11], optical medium-resolution [12], optical high-resolution [13], hyperspectral [14], and radar data [15]. Although aerial photography, high-resolution satellite imagery, hyperspectral, and radar data partially provide information with details, some national agencies are more interested in updated overview information on a regional or even a country-wide scale [16] because reports of status and trends in a long term could support their spatial planning and conservation-planning tasks. Medium-resolution imagery, which delivers appropriate coverage and information, has advantages in achieving national agencies’ objectives.

Among various medium-resolution satellite data, Landsat series images have been most widely used to detect mangrove forest changes in many regions, including the Sundarbans of Bangladesh and India [2], the Brazilian Amazon [17], Vietnam [18], Philippines [19], and even the entire world [20]. Although the coarse spatial resolution of the Landsat data is actually not well suited for species-level mapping, these data were adaptive for applying dynamics studies [21]. Jia and colleagues estimated mangrove forests loss and restoration due to natural and anthropogenic factors in Guangxi, China, using Landsat data acquired in 1973, 1981, 1990, 2000, and 2010, and provided valuable information for understanding factors causing mangrove forest dynamics [22]. Wang et al. used Landsat TM (1990) and ETM+ (2000) images to identify changes in distribution and total area occupied by mangroves along the Tanzanian coast, and demonstrated that remote sensing and GIS can offer important data and tools in the advancement of coastal resource management and ecosystem monitoring [23]. The most advantage of Landsat data is that they are freely and continuously available for a long time span (the last four decades) in contrast to the cost-intensive and short time span of other remote sensing data [24].

For more than two decades, various remote sensing-based methodologies have been used to obtain the condition and extent of mangrove ecosystems. The methods were applied exclusively or in combination [10]. Traditional mapping methods consisting of visual-interpretation analyses and on-screen digitizing were used extensively to map mangrove forests. Additionally, visual-interpretation has been used as an auxiliary method in modifying classification results generated by unsupervised or supervised classification methodologies. For example, Jia et al. applied visual-interpretation after China’s mangroves were extracted by nearest neighbor classifiers (a supervised classification method) and finally obtained an overall accuracy of 93% [24]. Various classification algorithms have been investigated or compared for the suitability of spectral separation of the mangrove forests, such as the supervised Maximum Likelihood Classifier [25], Principal Component Analysis [26], Neural Networks [27], Spectral Angle Mapping [28], and Band Combination Methods [29]. Using these techniques, most studies reported classification accuracies of 75%–90% for producers and users [30].

However, in recent years, an increasing dissatisfaction with pixel-based image analysis has been identified [31], among which the most questioned disadvantage is that the pixel-based approach causes a salt-and-pepper effect, leading to the erroneous classification of pixels [32,33]. Object-based
classification is a technique that uses objects, rather than only individual pixels for image analysis. Thus, objects have additional spectral information compared to single pixels (e.g., mean values per band, as well as median values, minimum and maximum values, mean ratios, and variance), but of even greater advantage than the diversification of spectral value descriptions of objects is the additional spatial information for such objects as distances, neighborhoods, and topologies [34]. Once the objects have been obtained, they will be classified based on spectral, spatial, textural, relational, and contextual features. The object-based classification method was primarily used in interpreting high resolution images, but according to recent literature, this method was also used for medium-resolution images classification. For example, Berlanga-Robles and Ruiz-Luna [35] performed a multi-temporal landscape change detection on the Mexican Pacific coast with Landsat MSS and TM data from 1973–1997. Conchedda et al. [36] mapped land cover in Low Casamance, Senegal using SPOT XS data and object-based classification methods. Additionally, Jia et al. applied an object-based method and Landsat images to map mangrove forests and other coastal land covers in China [22,24]. The benefits resulting from object-based classification of remotely-sensed images are widely demonstrated, such as overcoming salt-and-pepper effects [37], and providing geo-information that can be immediately stored into Geographical Information System (GIS) databases [38]. Furthermore, this process is usually fast and of high classification accuracy because image objects, rather than individual pixels are assigned to specific classes [39].

The geographic proximity of Futian and Mai Po make them ideal test sites for evaluating and comparing the efficacies of the various protection policies. The primary aim of our study is to compare the protection effectiveness of two protected areas under different conservation policies (see Section 2) using a remote sensing-based methodology.

2. Background: Mangrove Conservation Projects

The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands is the most famous and widely adopted wetlands protection project. Established in response to the large-scale and widespread destruction of marshes and wetlands throughout Europe, the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, especially as Waterfowl Habitat was signed in 1971 in Ramsar, Iran [8]. Currently, 169 countries have signed the convention, which lists 2241 designated sites with a total surface area of 215,247,631 hm² [40]. China is the first developing country to declare the adoption of a sustainable development strategy [41]. To protect its environment, China has established over 2000 national and local nature reserves, mostly within the last 20 years [42,43]. Among those reserves, China’s National Nature Reserves (CNNR), which are on the list of priority financial and political projects, were established on the approval of the State Council. As of early 2015, there were 428 CNNRs that covered approximately 100 million hectares, which is approximately 10% of the country’s land surface [44].

As a unique wetland ecosystem, mangroves have been the priority for protection by the Ramsar Convention and CNNRs. This study chose the Futian Mangrove National Nature Reserve (FMNNR) and Mai Po Marshes Nature Reserve (MPMNR) to evaluate and compare conservation efficacies of the Ramsar Convention and CNNRS. The MPMNR has been managed by the World Wide Fund for Nature Hong Kong (WWFHK) since 1983 and was added as a Wetland of International Importance under the Ramsar Convention in September 1995 [45,46]. To protect birds and vegetation better in Mai Po, the whole MPMNR was closed to the public. Figure 1 shows photos of Mai Po mangroves and Futian Mangroves. In 1984, the FMNNR was established in Shenzhen, Guangdong province, China, and, in 1988 it was approved as a mangrove CNNR. Large parts of the FMNNR have been opened to the public as a wetland park. Vegetation includes mangroves, semi-mangrove and seashore plants, with *Aegiceras corniculatum*, *Kandelia candel* and *Avicennia marina* being the dominant native mangrove species, and *Sonneratia caseolaris* and *Sonneratia apetala* being exotic mangrove species [47]. Futian mangroves were seriously threatened by a population explosion. In 1980, there were only 30,000 residents, but by 2008, the city had 12 million inhabitants.
Figure 1. Photos of Mai Po Marshes Nature Reserve and Futian Mangrove National Nature Reserve. (a) The entrance door of Mai Po reserve; (b) mangrove communities in Mai Po; (c) lush canopy of mangroves in Mai Po; (d) Futian wetland park; (e) sparse mangroves in Futian; and (f) Futian mangroves adjoining an urban area.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Area

The MPMNR and FMNNR are situated in the northwestern part of the New Territories of Hong Kong and in Southern Shenzhen, respectively, and they are separated by the Shenzhen River (Figure 2). Both are located in the Pearl River Delta, bordering the mudflats and mangrove forests of the Inner Deep Bay and are generally influenced by the Pearl River. The climate is largely governed by mainland China and the South China Sea. Summers are hot and humid with winds from the south and southeast, and winters are mild and relatively dry. The MPMNR and FMNNR are well known for their importance as a wintering ground and stop-over point for migrating birds on the East Asian–Australasian Flyway. Each year, more than 55,000 migrating birds, including over ten globally-threatened species, pass through these mangroves [48]. Due to the ecological importance of these nature reserves, their environmental quality has been of concern to local governments, the media, and environmental activists [49].

As managed under the Ramsar treaties, the MPMNR was divided into five different management zones by the Agriculture, Fisheries, and Conservation Department (AFCD) of Hong Kong based on the habitat types, ecological values and existing land uses: the Core Zone (CZ), Biodiversity Management Zone (BMZ), Wise Use Zone (WUZ), Public Access Zone (PAZ), and Private Land Zone (PLA, Figure 2). This study only focused on the CZ, which is mainly dominated by the large number of mangrove forests that border the sea.

As a CNNR, the FMNNR was divided into three zones: Core zone (CZ), Buffer zone (BZ) and Experimental zone (EZ, Figure 2). In principle, human activities are limited in the EZs and BZ, and no human activity is allowed in the CZ. Due to the small area of FMNNR, this study focused on all of the mangrove forests along the beach of the FMNNR.
Figure 2. Location of the study area. (CZ: Core Zone; BMZ: Biodiversity Management Zone; WUZ: Wise Use Zone; PAZ: Public Access Zone; PLA: Private Land Zone; BZ: Buffer zone; and EZ: Experimental zone).

3.2. Data Preparation

In this study, multispectral Landsat images with a moderate resolution of 30 m/60 m were chosen to monitor long-term changes in the MPMNR and FMNNR mangrove forests. Cloud-free Landsat images obtained between 1973 and 2015 were downloaded from the USGS Center for Earth Resources Observation and Science [50]. All Landsat data are nominally processed as Level 1 terrain-corrected (L1T) data, which provides systematic radiometric and geometric accuracy by incorporating ground control points, while also employing a digital elevation model (DEM) for topographic accuracy [50]. A complete list of the Landsat Multi-spectral Scanner (MSS), Thematic Mapper (TM), and Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) data used in this study is shown in Table 1. For each year, the entire area of the study area was covered using one Landsat scene. Moreover, most of the images were acquired with instantaneous tidal heights of less than 0.5 m, which indicates that nearly all of the mangrove canopies were exposed above the sea surface.

Table 1. General characteristics of the employed Landsat images, including the year, path/row, sensor, date, time, and instantaneous tidal height.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Path/Row</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>Instantaneous Tidal Height (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>131/44</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>25 December</td>
<td>10:21:03</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>131/44</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>6 November</td>
<td>10:09:59</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>122/44</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>3 July</td>
<td>10:22:46</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>122/44</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>5 October</td>
<td>10:14:22</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>122/44</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>31 January</td>
<td>09:56:30</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>122/44</td>
<td>ETM+</td>
<td>15 November</td>
<td>10:45:00</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>122/44</td>
<td>ETM+</td>
<td>12 December</td>
<td>10:40:38</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>122/44</td>
<td>ETM+</td>
<td>4 December</td>
<td>10:41:59</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>122/44</td>
<td>ETM+</td>
<td>28 October</td>
<td>10:44:23</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>122/44</td>
<td>ETM+</td>
<td>10 March</td>
<td>10:48:15</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>122/44</td>
<td>OLI</td>
<td>19 January</td>
<td>10:52:22</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although the Landsat images were already geo-referenced, the images could not be directly compared because the resolutions and coordinate reference systems used in the images were inconsistent. In order to standardize the dataset, and keep spatial details, MSS images were resampled to a pixel size of 30 m × 30 m. Although the spatial information cannot be truly downscaled, pixel size of these MSS images is consistent with other Landsat images. Next all images were projected to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system. To reduce potential position errors between the images, we initially geo-rectified the Landsat images obtained in 2010 using a 1:50,000 topographic map. Using the geo-rectified images as a master dataset, we resampled and rectified the Landsat images obtained in 1973, 1979, 1988, 1993, 1996, 1999, 2003, 2006, 2010, 2013, and 2015. An average root mean square error (RMSE) of less than 0.5 pixels was obtained for the co-registered images. The FLAASH module (a module in ENVI software [51]) was used for atmospheric corrections of Landsat images [52]. Input into the FLAASH module includes the average elevation of the study area, scene center coordinates, sensor type, flight date and time, atmospheric model, and information about aerosol distribution, visibility, and water vapor conditions. In this study, scene center coordinates, sensor type, flight date and time were set according to the metafile of images. For all images, the average elevation of the study area was set to 0, and atmospheric model was set to Tropical. When selecting an aerosol model, images in 1973, 1979, and 1988 were set to the rural model, and other images were set to the urban model. The visibility and water vapor conditions were set as default values. In this study, ENVI software [51] was used to perform the geo-rectification and atmospheric corrections on the Landsat images.

Ground surveys were conducted in Shenzhen and Hong Kong during October and November 2013. We also collected ground truth points from high-resolution images available on Google Earth. The samples contained 110 points of mangroves and 255 points of other land cover types. Among these points, 22 and 80 mangrove and non-mangrove points, respectively (with a minimum of 10 points per land cover type), were collected as training samples during the classification. The remaining 88 mangrove points and 175 non-mangrove points were used to validate the accuracy of the classification results in 2013. Field data, photos, interviews with local experts and residents, and e-mails from local experts, as well as various historic maps were used as reference data in the assessment of the classification results in other years. The historic maps were firstly digitized by ArcGIS software [53], and ground truth points were subsequently from the digital maps. These ground truth points contained spatial location and land cover types. The ground truth points are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Samples</th>
<th>Training Samples</th>
<th>Validation Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Methodology

An image-analysis program (eCognition Developer [54]) was used to perform the object-oriented classification. The first step of the object-oriented method is segmentation, which is the process of segmenting an image into groups of homogeneous pixels such that the variability within the object is minimized [55]. In this study a multi-resolution segmentation method was used. Image segmentation
parameters include scale, shape, and compactness. The scale determines the maximum size of the created object, the shape factor balances spectral homogeneity vs. the shape of the objects, and the compactness factor balances the compactness and smoothness [56]. Users can apply weights from 0 to 1 to the shape and compactness factors to determine objects at a certain level of scale. Mangrove objects are irregularly shaped, and less weight was therefore assigned to the shape than to the spectral homogeneity (the shape factor was set to 0.1). The compactness parameter was set at 0.6 to give a little more weight to compactness than smoothness. Since the scale parameter is an important variable for defining the break off value for spectral homogeneity, it has to be determined before segmentation. From our previous experiments, after a series of tests, a satisfactory match between image objects and landscape features was achieved when the scale parameter was determined to be 8.

After the objects in the images were segmented, the image objects were classified into mangrove and other land cover types using nearest neighbor (NN) classifiers and visual interpretation [57]. In NN classifier processing, training samples were selected in the same scene and were subjected to classification to avoid spectral differences caused by various sensors. General shapes of the spectral curves of mangroves and other vegetation are similar, with considerable overlap in bands 1–3 (450 nm–690 nm). In the spectral range of band 4 (760 nm–900 nm), the reflectance of coastal farmland was higher than that of other land cover types; by comparison, reflectance of intertidal grass was the lowest. In the spectral range of band 5 (1550 nm–1750 nm), the reflectance of the mangrove forest was lower than that of other land cover types but slightly higher than that of intertidal grass. This result can be considered to be an important estimate of mangrove forests. In addition, because the water background in mangrove forests, mangrove objects were less bright than other objects. Therefore, when operating an NN classifier in the eCognition software, the mean value of band 4, mean value of band 5, and mean value of brightness were chosen as object features. Then, to obtain the best interpretation, the extraction of mangroves was confirmed by visual interpretation, which means the manual modification of the misclassified objects. To facilitate the visual interpretation, a false color composite of the TM/ETM+ Bands 5 (red), 4 (green), and 3 (blue) was generated. The best band color combination for detecting mangroves was dark green [9].

The accuracy of the mangroves extraction was assessed using validation samples (described in Section 3.2). A confusion matrix was used to measure the agreement between our mapping result and ground-truths. The confusion matrix increases the user’s accuracy, producer’s accuracy, overall accuracy, and Kappa coefficient. The overall accuracy expresses the overall degree of agreement in the matrix. The user’s accuracy represents the likelihood that a classified object matches the ground situation. The producer’s accuracy shows the percentage of object types that were correctly classified. The Kappa coefficient indicates how much better the classification is from a random classification [36]. In this study, the accuracy assessment was carried out using ArcGIS 9.3 [53].

Landscape metrics that explain changes in the geomorphological and temporal characteristics of land cover provide a better understanding of spatial patterns [58]. To further investigate the variations in the mangrove forest in the study area, we examined six landscape metrics: patch density (PD), largest patch index (LPI), landscape shape index (LSI), mean patch area (AREA_MN), mean Euclidean nearest-neighbor index (ENN_MN), and aggregation index (AI) (Table 3). In this study, landscape metrics were calculated in Fragstats 4.0 software [59].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics (Unit)</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD (n/100 hm²)</td>
<td>Size and variability</td>
<td>Number of patches per area unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPI (%)</td>
<td>Size and variability</td>
<td>Area percent that the largest patch occupies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI (none)</td>
<td>Shape complexity</td>
<td>Landscape shape index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREA_MN (hm²)</td>
<td>Size and variability</td>
<td>Mean patch size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENN_MN (m)</td>
<td>Fragmentation</td>
<td>Average Euclidean nearest neighbor index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI (%)</td>
<td>Contagion/interspersion</td>
<td>Aggregation of patches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To investigate the temporal changes in the spatial distribution of the mangrove forests, we calculated the area-weighted centers (centroids) of the mangrove patches [60]. The centroid of an area includes the coordinates of the geometric center of a polygon or multiple polygons, which are spatially manipulated to determine the accurate location of a particular land cover type [61]. The centroid is calculated from the geometric characteristics of an area and is represented in a coordinate form \((x_c, y_c)\) [62]. The centroids of complex or arbitrary shapes can be obtained by integration as follows:

\[
x_c = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i a_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i}
\]

\[
y_c = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i a_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i}
\]

where the centroid coordinates for each basic shape are defined as \((x_i, y_i)\), and the area of each basic shape is defined as \(a_i\). This novel application of centroids enabled us to quantify the direction and distance of the change by representing the shifts as vectors that link centroids from different periods [63].

Based on classification, calculation of landscape metrics and acquisition of area-weighted centers, we analyzed changes of mangrove extent, area-weighted centroids movements, and landscape metrics dynamics. Finally, mangrove conservation effectiveness was evaluated by analyzing and discussing these three aspects.

4. Results

4.1. Classification Results and Accuracy Assessment

Figure 3 shows the classification results of mangrove forests in the MPMNR and FMNNR from 1973–2015. In the FMNNR, there were only mangroves and other vegetation in 1973; later, in 1979, mangrove forests in the western part disappeared, certain areas of mangroves and other vegetation were changed to aquaculture ponds; from 1988–2015, nearly all other vegetation changed to aquaculture ponds or mangroves, newly-grown mangroves continuously occupied the reserve; In 2015, most of the FMNNR was dominated by mangrove forests, small areas of aquaculture ponds were distributed only in the center of the western part and at the edge of eastern part. In the MPMNR, mangroves were located at the outer edge of aquaculture ponds in 1973; from 1979–1999, aquaculture ponds expanded, some former mangroves were reclaimed. As shown in the last image of Figure 3 (Figure 3l), the boundaries of the mangroves in the FMNNR and MPMNR all moved seaward between 1973 and 2015. In the FMNNR, all mangrove patches moved seaward: during 1973–1993 and the furthest distance of movement was 260 m, and from 1993–2015 the furthest distance was 200 m. In the MPMNR, from 1993–2015, the border of the mangrove patches in Zone A moved more than 1200 m. However, the borderline in Zone B is almost unchanged. In the MPMNR, the largest distance of mangrove edge movement was approximately 400 m from 1973–1993, and 1200 m from 1993–2015.

Accuracy assessments are essential for land cover imagery analysis processes. In this study, a table containing the overall accuracy, user’s accuracy, producer’s accuracy, and the Kappa coefficient of the classification results of each Landsat image is presented (Table 4). Classification errors were primarily observed because water bodies were confused with salt mudflat classes. This confusion may be attributed to the uncertainty in the local tidal conditions. The accuracy assessment results indicate that our mapping results are consistent with those obtained from ground truth sites.
Table 4. Confusion matrix of overall accuracy, and the Kappa coefficient for the classification results of Landsat images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Era</th>
<th>Mangroves</th>
<th>Sea Water</th>
<th>Other Vegetation</th>
<th>Pond</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>OA</th>
<th>KC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GT</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GT represents the number of ground truth points; CR represents the number of points in classification results.
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which was a net increase of 281.43 \text{hm}^2 with an increase rate of 2.43 \text{hm}^2 per year.

4.2. Temporal and Spatial Dynamics of Mangroves in the MPMNR and the FMNNR

The temporal changes in the mangrove forests in the core zones of the MPMNR and FMNNR are shown in Figure 4. Although the areal extents of mangrove forests in MPMNR and FMNNR increased, the rate at which mangroves increased in the MPMNR was significantly higher than that in the FMNNR. Between 1973 and 2015, the mangrove forest in the MPMNR changed from 80.73 \text{hm}^2 to 362.16 \text{hm}^2, which was a net increase of 281.43 \text{hm}^2, and an increase rate of 6.70 \text{hm}^2 per year. At the same time, the mangrove forests in the FMNNR increased from 43.11 \text{hm}^2 to 145.08 \text{hm}^2, a net increase of 101.97 \text{hm}^2 with an increase rate of 2.43 \text{hm}^2 per year.
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**Figure 3.** Land cover classification of the MPMNR and the FMNNR from 1973–2015. (a) Mangroves and other land covers in 1973; (b) mangroves and other land covers in 1979; (c) mangroves and other land covers in 1988; (d) mangroves and other land covers in 1993; (e) mangroves and other land covers in 1996. (f) Mangroves and other land covers in 1999; (g) mangroves and other land covers in 2003; (h) mangroves and other land covers in 2006; (i) Mangroves and other land covers in 2010; (j) Mangroves and other land covers in 2013; (k) Mangroves and other land covers in 2015; (l) Boundaries of mangrove patches during 1973 to 2015.
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**Figure 4.** Temporal changes of mangrove forests in the core zones of the MPMNR and FMNNR from 1973–2015.
The area-weighted centroids were calculated to represent the spatial movement of the mangrove forests in the core zones of the MPMNR and FMNNR. Figure 5 shows the direction of the moving area-weighted centers of the mangrove forest patches in each year. The results indicated that the centroids of mangrove patches in the FMNNR are distributed close to one another, and only the centroid for 1979 was located far away, to the southeast. In general, the mangrove patches in the FMNNR moved seaward for approximately 120 m perpendicular to the shoreline during the last 42 years. The mangrove patches in the MPMNR shifted northward from 1973–1979, southward from 1979–1988, and then westward from 1988–2015. Between 1973 and 2015, the mangroves in the MPMNR moved seaward more than 410 m, with an explosive seaward rate of almost 10 m per year.

![Figure 5. Movement of the area-weighted centroids of the mangrove patches in the MPMNR and FMNNR from 1973–2015.](image)

**4.3. Changes in the Landscape Pattern Metrics of the Mangroves in the MPMNR and FMNNR**

The dynamic changes in the six landscape pattern metrics are illustrated in Figure 6. The mean patch size (AREA_MN, Figure 6A) of the mangrove class for both reserves showed slight changes from 1973–2003 and then increased significantly between 2003 and 2015. The patch densities (PD) of the FMNNR and MPMNR ranged from 0.18–0.71 and 0.53–1.42 patches per area unit, respectively. The PDs of MPMNR were all higher than the PDs of the FMNNR during the study period. The largest mangrove patch of the total landscape area (LPI) of MPMNR (which ranged from 6.01%–51.03%) were always higher than the LPIs of the FMNNR (which ranged from 1.88%–28.49%). The LSIs for both sites fluctuated irregularly and complexly during the study period. AI represents the aggregation of the mangrove patches. The AI of the MPMNR decreased from 1973–1988 and later steadily increased from 1988–2015. The AI of the FMNNR was always lower than the AI of the MPMNR, and fluctuated more. Using a proximity/isolation metric, the average Euclidean nearest neighbor index (ENN_MN) decreased sharply from 1973–1988 and rarely changed at either site thereafter.
5. Discussion

5.1. Changes in Mangroves before and after Protection

The FMNNR was approved in 1988 and was the second national nature reserve of mangroves. The FMNNR is under the management of the State Forestry Administration (SFA) and is the only National Nature Reserve completely located in a large city [64]. As shown in Figure 4, the areal extent of mangrove forest in the FMNNR generally increased from 1973–2015 without any obvious
differences between the period before and after its protection in 1988. However, it is noticeable that from 1988 the areal extent of mangrove forest exceeded that of 1973, even though the national policy of “reform and open” was carried out in Shenzhen since late 1979. Under this institution, Shenzhen was singled out to be the first one of the five Special Economic Zones (SEZ) in 1980. As the most successful SEZ in China, Shenzhen was one of the fastest-growing cities in the world during the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s. Globally, urban expansion has resulted in considerable reductions in the extent of mangrove forests [65–67]. Although the FMNNR lies completely in Shenzhen, the rapid urbanization and intensive human activities did not cause mangrove forests to shrink or fragment. Conversely, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, in the 1970s mangroves were distributed sporadically along coasts of Futian, and then after continuous expansion, in 2015, there was a large amount of mangrove forests in the FMNNR, and patches were clearly being integrated. The legal protection for mangrove conservation may have contributed to these positive changes. As a CNNR, commercial fishing and mariculture were banned in Shenzhen Bay by the Shenzhen Municipal Government to protect the FMNNR’s ecosystems [49].

In the last decade, local governments invested billions of dollars to protect wetlands and to restore mangrove ecosystems while maintaining economic and social development [68]. However, it appears that restoration means planting or replanting [6]. Efforts to restore mangroves concentrated on creation of plantations of mangroves that consist of just a few species, which reduced biodiversity in the replanted forests [3]. Although it has long been known that areas with reduced biodiversity are sensitive to insect outbreaks and have lower ecosystem service values, a few species of native mangroves (K. obovata, Sonneratia caspalaris, and Rhizophora stylosa) were frequently planted as monocultures in most of the reforestation projects in China [69]. In the FMNNR, to promote the rapid appearance of planted trees and achieve high survival rates, mono-species and even exotic species were used in the mangrove reforestation efforts. As reported, Sonneratia apetala, a fast-growing exotic mangrove species from Bangladesh, was planted on the Shenzhen coast in 1993, and it became the dominate species in approximately ten years [70,71]. As shown in Figure 4, the mangrove area in 1993 was a little higher than in other close years. At the same time, as shown in Figure 6, landscape metrics experienced increasing integrality of mangrove patches. In fact, given the close proximity of the FMNNR and the MPMN, exotic species of Sonneratia were found in the MPMN starting in 2000, and the precautionary removal of Sonneratia species has been undertaken by the AFCD staff [72]. As a result, although the mangrove forest in the FMNNR is currently restored, it contains fewer species, faces the destruction of its ecosystem structure and suffers from function decline, loss of biodiversity, biological invasion, and reduced biological productivity [70].

The MPMN has been managed by the World Wide Fund for Nature Hong Kong since 1983 and was listed as a Ramsar site under the Ramsar Convention in 1995. The AFCD of the Hong Kong Government has overall responsibility for the Ramsar site. As illustrated in Figure 4, the mangrove extent increased from 1973–2015, but the rate increase was quite different before and after 1996. Before 1996, the areal extent of mangrove increased from 80.73 hm$^2$ in 1973 to 174.33 hm$^2$, at a rate of 4.07 hm$^2$ per year. However, after 1996, the mangrove extent expanded from 174.33 hm$^2$ to 362.16 hm$^2$ in 2015, having an increase of 9.89 hm$^2$ per year, more than twice the increase rate before 1996. From 1973–2015, mangrove patches in the MPMN expanded seaward, there were no obvious differences before and after 1996 (Figure 5). For landscape metrics, LPI increased after 1996 (Figure 6), indicating that the integrity of the mangroves in the MPMN increased after entering the Ramsar Convention. Although mangroves in the MPMN were also threatened by the rapid expansion of industry and population, the conditions were much better than those of the FMNNR mangroves, because the core zone of the MPMN was not directly adjacent to the urban area, but was also separated by large area of aquaculture ponds. Furthermore, the MPMN still holds a restricted area under the Wild Animals Protection Ordinance to minimize disturbances to wildlife, and visitors need a ‘Mai Po Marshes Entry Permit’ to enter the reserve, for which they should apply by writing to the AFCD. The above actions
effectively prevented human activities from disturbing mangrove ecosystems and provided a suitable environment for mangrove forest expansion.

A successful mangrove restoration project may not necessarily include a planting phase [6]. It has been reported that mangrove forests around the world can self-repair or successfully undergo secondary succession over periods of 15 to 30 years if environmental conditions (e.g., hydrology, elevation and slope, soil and water pH, soil texture, salinity, wave energy, and nutrient concentration) are appropriate [3,6]. The term “restoration” has been adopted in the core zone of the MPMNR to specifically mean the “maintenance of natural processes” (ecological restoration), which aims to return mangrove ecosystems to a natural succession condition by not disturbing its living condition [68]. In fact, in 2001, the Drainage Services Department (DSD) received flooding complaints in the Yuen Long area and expressed concern that outgrowth of the mangrove forest at the Shan Pui River mouth might eventually undermine the channel’s flood discharge capacity in the Yuen Long area. As a result, approximately eight hectares of mangrove (approximately 56,000 mangrove plants) were cut to keep the drainage channels in the area open [67]. A few years later, these deforested areas were restored by the secondary succession of mangroves (Figure 7). In some aspects, the rapid process of mangrove restoration in the mouth of the Shan Pui River has proven that ecological restoration of mangroves is feasible. Changes in the MPMNR’s mangroves have shown three aspects of successful restoration: (1) drastically increased mangrove area (Figures 3 and 4); (2) patch integration and connection (Figure 6); and (3) significant expansion seaward by natural processes of the succession of mangrove species (Figures 5 and 7).

**Figure 7.** Mangroves restored by secondary succession in Shan Pui River mouth, MPMNR. (A) Landsat image in 2001, R:G:B = 4:3:2; (B) Landsat image in 2002, R:G:B = 4:3:2; (C) Landsat image in 2003, R:G:B = 4:3:2; (D) Landsat image in 2006, R:G:B = 4:3:2.
5.2. Uncertainties

In this study, we focused our analysis on mangrove dynamics under different management and conservation policies over a long time series (more than 40 years). Therefore, the spatial coherence of classification maps derived from different sensor images was essential. It is difficult to produce unbiased maps because there are spatial uncertainties that arise from uncertainties in the over-pass time, scanning system, and angular affect. Furthermore, the most notable limitation which could be the initial source of inconsistency of classification is the different spatial resolution of remote sensing data. Although we have standardized the dataset to a pixel size of $30 \times 30$ m, the coarse spatial resolution of MSS data ($60 \times 60$ m) in the years of 1973 and 1979 cannot be truly resampled to smaller spatial resolution. As a result, patches in the classification maps of 1973 and 1979 are relatively coarser than other maps. Meanwhile, small patches of mangroves in 1973 and 1979 have been neglected or recognized as large ones which also cause errors of landscape metrics. Moreover, because the study areas are relatively small, newly grown small patches in the two reserves may cause high fluctuations of some landscape metrics.

Several uncertainties and limitations also existed in the classification processes. The quality of training and testing data is critical for classification. Whereas, in this study, ground truth points were obtained from various sources, certain of them may not be highly accurate, for example, historic data from local residents. Meanwhile, training samples were randomly selected, some of these samples may not be typical. Another uncertainty stems from the use of the object oriented method for the classification of images from the sensors. Objects produced from these images account for spatial variation in the uncertainties. For example, biases of different images could cause offsets of objects, to change the area-centroids. In addition, each map contains classification errors that introduce uncertainties in the identification of changes in mangrove forests.

The MPMNR’s location is on the accumulation bank, while the FMNNR is on the erosion bank, which may cause mangroves in the MPMNR to grow faster than mangroves in FMNNR. However, because river deposition cannot be calculated by remote sensing data, hydrological factors were ignored. Nevertheless, this factor may not be important for this study because the mangroves in the MPMNR increased considerably faster after the MPMNR was listed as a Ramsar site under the Ramsar Convention (in 1995).

6. Conclusions

The mangrove nature reserves in Hong Kong’s MPMNR and Shenzhen’s FMNNR are under markedly different Ramsar Convention and CNNRS management plans. Due to their adjacent locations and similar environment conditions, these reserves can be used for comparing the achievements of different protection projects. To evaluate conservation efficacy, three aspects of mangrove changes were examined for this study: area dynamics, spatial variations in the area-weighted centroids, and changes in the landscape metrics.

From 1973–2015, the areal extents of the mangroves in MPMNR and FMNNR increased, but the net changes and the rates of increase for the MPMNR (281.43 $hm^2$ and 6.70 $hm^2$ per year, respectively) were considerably higher than for the FMNNR (101.97 $hm^2$ and 2.43 $hm^2$ per year, respectively). Regarding variations in the mangrove area-weighted centroids, the centroids of MPMNR moved seaward more than the FMNNR’s centroids. The landscape metrics analysis showed an increase in the integration and connection of mangrove patches from 1973–2015 in both reserves, but the patterns of integration in the MPMNR were more notable than those of the FMNNR’s. More importantly, according to our analysis, the mangroves in MPMNR are undergoing ecological restoration that could lead to positive sustainable development of the mangrove ecosystem. However, the mangroves in the FMNNR were restored by replanting with mono-species and even exotic species, which could cause negative effects on the mangrove ecosystem by reducing biodiversity.

Above all, we concluded that the MPMNR, which is under a Ramsar protective policy has a larger conservation effectiveness than that of the FMNNR under CNNRS. The methods and results from
this study can aid in the understanding of the conservation effectiveness of protected areas. These conclusions can be used as a guide for governments in making policies and effectively protecting and managing the reserves.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

- CNNRS: China’s National Nature Reserve System
- MPMNR: Mai Po Marshes Nature Reserve
- FMNNR: Futian Mangrove National Nature Reserve
- CNNR: China’s National Nature Reserves
- CZ: Core Zone
- BMZ: Biodiversity Management Zone
- WUZ: Wise Use Zone
- PAZ: Public Access Zone
- PLA: Private Land Zone
- BZ: Buffer zone
- EZ: Experimental zone
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